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Abstract. This paper presents the design and evaluation of an auto-
mated writing evaluation system that integrates natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) and user interface design to support students in an impor-
tant writing skill, namely, self-monitored revising. Results from a class-
room deployment suggest that NLP can accurately analyze where and
what kind of revisions students make across paper drafts, that students
engage in self-monitored revising, and that the interfaces for visualizing
the NLP results are perceived by students to be useful.
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1 Motivation

Automated writing evaluation (AWE) systems driven by natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) are designed to provide formative feedback for students to revise,
and ideally improve, their essays. However, although students do attempt to
revise their essays in response to AWE feedback, student revisions often do not
yield substantive essay improvements [12,15]. We envision that an enhanced
automated writing evaluation system that analyzes and provides feedback on
students’ revision attempts can support the development of this critical skill.
This paper presents the design and classroom evaluation of ArgRewrite, an
AWE system that integrates NLP and user interface design to support students
in self-monitored revising. The NLP backend automatically extracts all revised
sentences between two paper drafts, then classifies whether the purpose of each
revision was to make a surface (meaning-preserving) versus content (meaning-
altering) change. The frontend uses visual interface components to convey the
backend’s revision analysis. A classroom deployment suggests that NLP provides
accurate feedback and that students meaningfully revise.

Compared to prior research, while some AWE systems may detect revisions,
they tend to provide feedback on a single essay draft [7,11,13] rather than on
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revisions between drafts. Revision as a skill is the target of feedback in our work.
and more generally has been identified as an area for AWE research [3,13,14].

Most AWE systems provide feedback on task and performance rather than
on process [13,14,16]. While recent work has analyzed keystroke logs [5], we
analyze process at the level of sentences. Also, while most AWE systems provide
actionable feedback messages [17], ArgRewrite instead visualizes NLP results
to help students self-monitor their revisions, motivated by research on strategy
instruction [4], self-regulation [10], and self-monitoring [16].

NLP-based writing revision analysis has focused on classifying a revision’s
purpose [9,19], assessing its quality [2], or understanding temporal patterns [14].
Our revision extractor and purpose classifier integrates binary purpose schemas,
sentence alignment algorithms, and predictive NLP features from this litera-
ture [19]. An alternative approach not requiring revision extraction computes
linguistic properties for essay drafts separately, then identifies changes [13].

Prior versions of ArgRewrite were either fully automated demonstration sys-
tems not evaluated with users [18] or Wizard of Oz semi-automated prototypes
evaluated in lab contexts [1]. Generally, automated NLP revision analysis has not
been used to trigger feedback in a target AWE system [13,14]. The ArgRewrite
version described below is fully-automated and deployed in a college class.

2 ArgRewrite: System and Classroom Deployment

The ArgRewrite backend uses NLP algorithms developed in our prior work [19]
to perform revision extraction and purpose classification. Given the raw text of
two essay drafts, an algorithm aligns sentences across drafts based on similarity
and global context; remaining added or deleted sentences are aligned to null.
The pairs of non-identical aligned sentences are extracted as the essay revisions.
Finally, a classifier predicts whether the purpose of each revision is to change the
meaning of the essay or not [6], using the labels content or surface, respectively.
The classifier was learned using a random forest algorithm due to the small size
of the training corpus; four linguistic feature groups encoded each revision [19].

The frontend ArgRewrite interfaces were previously evaluated with posi-
tive outcomes in a wizarded lab study [1]. The present interfaces were slightly
redesigned to better guide students in autonomously using ArgRewrite over the
web in a class deployment. Students were first taken to the Overview Inter-
face (Fig. 1a), which visualized the NLP results using a revision distribution pie
chart (left) and a revision map (right). Next, students were taken to the Review
Interface (Fig. 1b), which used color coding to convey the purpose labeling for
each revised sentence (left). When a student clicked on a sentence revision, a
details window showed the character-level differences between the original and
revised sentence (top). By clicking the next button, students were taken to the
Revision Interface (similar to the Review Interface but with an additional essay
tab with no highlights) to further revise their essay. They were then returned to
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Fig. 1. ArgRewrite interfaces

Table 1. ArgRewrite users providing IRB consent (column 1) and their revising sum-
mary (column 2). Revisions by students who created draft3 and beyond (column 3).
NLP revision purpose classifier performance (column 4).

Users who User subset who revise Total revisions Classifier

upload 2 drafts (# additional drafts) (avg. per student) (F1)

Assignment 1 7 4 (2.3) 26 (8.6) 91.1%

Assignment 2 16 7 (2.7) 291 (41.6) 94.7%

Assignment 3 14 5 (1) 38 (7.6) 90.4%

the Overview Interface to start a new cycle of revision (with the re-revised draft
automatically uploaded as the latest draft), or to download their final essay.

We deployed ArgRewrite in a fall 2019 undergraduate cognitive psychology
class that required three writing assignments involving two paper drafts. For
each assignment, students 1) wrote draft1 of a paper in response to a prompt,
2) used a peer-review system to provide rubric-guided feedback on the papers
of three other students, 3) wrote draft2 of their own paper after receiving peer
feedback, and 4) engaged in a final round of peer review. Students were given
the option to use ArgRewrite between steps 3 and 4, by submitting draft1 and
draft2 of their papers to ArgRewrite, potentially creating further drafts based on
the system’s feedback, then downloading the final revised draft from ArgRewrite
and using it (rather than draft2) for the second phase of peer review.

Although the use of ArgRewrite was completely voluntary, the instructor
encouraged it in different ways across assignments: providing a demo in class for
Assignment 1, then emailing low-performing students and offering extra credit
for Assignment 2. Of the 157 students in the class, 31 used the system at least
once. However, only 24 of these students gave IRB consent to use their data for
the evaluation below. Of these, 2 students used the system to revise 1 assign-
ment, 19 revised two assignments and only 3 used the system to revise all three
assignments. Columns 1 and 2 of Table 1 show the user distribution per assign-
ment.
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3 Evaluation and Analysis

Table 2. Revision distributions, using NLP predictions and post-hoc manual annota-
tions. Arrows compare the distributions of AWE versus peer feedback.a

NLP Manual

Draft 1 to 2 Draft 2 to final Draft 1 to 2 Draft 2 to final

(peer feedback) (AWE feedback) (Peer feedback) (AWE feedback)

Surface Content Surface Content Surface Content Surface Content

A1 53 (32%) 113 (68%) 14 (54%↑) 12 (46%↓) 43 (27%) 119 (73%) 14 (56%↑) 11 (44%↓)

A2 166 (42%) 231 (58%) 89 (31%↓) 202 (70%↑) 148 (38%) 244 (62%) 94 (33%↓) 191 (67%↑)

A3 139 (51%) 134 (49%) 30 (79%↑) 8 (21%↓) 124 (47%) 138 (53%) 29 (76%↑) 9 (24%↓)
a Alignment errors in AWE cause the number of revisions to differ slightly.

NLP Revision Purpose Classifier. NLP performance was analyzed by com-
paring the classifier’s purpose predictions to gold-standard labels that were man-
ually annotated after the assignments were submitted. Each annotation was done
by one of three experts familiar with the coding scheme (kappa > .7 in the lab
study [1]). The last column of Table 1 shows that for all assignments, macro F1
in binary revision purpose prediction was greater than 90%. This was impressive
as the classifier was developed by training on essays responding to two topics
from high school English class assignments, but tested on essays responding to
three topics from college psychology class assignments.

Student Revision Behavior. Table 1 shows that some students using ArgR-
write engaged in further revision (column 2) beyond peer review (column 1),
and often engaged in multiple cycles of revision (column 2 in the parenthesis),
e.g., writing 4th and even 5th drafts. Table 1 (column 3) also shows the total
number of revisions made by the students who performed self-monitored revis-
ing after draft 2. In Table 2, the arrows show that for Assignment 2, the AWE
system prompted more content revisions than peer feedback and a high per-
cent of content revisions as compared to surface revisions. Content revisions are
generally considered more important in revising and more difficult for students
[6]. Possible reasons for the lower percentage of ArgRewrite content revisions in
Assignments 1 and 3 could be the students’ acclimation to the system during
Assignment 1, the direct recruitment with extra credit for Assignment 2, and
the low number of students for Assignments 1 and 3. Due to the high accuracy of
the NLP classifier, the same inferences (represented by the arrows) can be drawn
whether revisions purposes are predicted by NLP or are manually annotated.

Perceived Usability of ArgRewrite. 14 students who used the system for at
least assignments 2 and 3 completed a survey at the end of the course. The survey
(shown in Table 3) included educational technology usability items (1–7) [8] and
items customized for ArgRewrite (8–14). The ‘Class’ column shows that students
responded positively to 13/14 items (i.e., mean Likert values > 3, on a scale from
1–5). The highest score (item 13) indicates that students’ perception of classifier
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Table 3. Mean scores (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree), comparing class
deployment (n=14) to lab study (n=22). ** p < .01; * p <.05, + p < .1

Survey Item Class Lab

1 System allows me to have a better understanding of my revision efforts 3.29 3.95*

2 I find the system easy to use 3.43 4.18*

3 My interaction with the system is clear and understandable 3.29 4.14**

4 The system helps me to recognize the weakness of my essay 2.71 3.32

5 System encourages me to make more revisions (quantity) 3.36 3.86

6 System encourages me to make more meaningful revisions (quality) 3.29 3.86

7 Overall the system is helpful to my writing 3.29 3.73

8 I found the “Overview of Your Revisions” page to be useful 3.43 4.14*

9 I found it useful to highlight my revision purposes in different colors 3.71 4.27+

10 I found the revision map visualization useful 3.21 4.09*

11 I found the small window of revision details to be useful 3.43 4.64**

12 I found it helpful to know whether my revision was a “surface” or “content” level change 3.57 4.05

13 My revisions were usually labeled correctly by the system 3.86 4.00

14 I trust the feedback that the system gave me 3.64 3.59

performance reflected the objective results in Table 1. The fact that items 9 and
12 had higher scores than item 10 suggests that feedback on revision purposes
was more useful than feedback on revision location. The lowest score (item 4)
focused on the essay rather than on the revisions. When focusing specifically
on the revisions (e.g., items 1, 5, 6) and the writing process (item 7), the item
responses were all positive. We also compared the students in the current study
to 22 participants who responded to the same items in our wizarded lab study [1].
The mean ‘Class’ versus ‘Lab’ scores were compared using non-paired t-tests,
with the results shown in the last two columns of Table 3. This analysis is quasi-
experimental since there was no random assignment of survey respondents to the
class versus lab conditions. Table 3 shows that for all but the last survey item,
the average score in the classroom study was lower than in lab study. Perhaps the
class participants are a more critical audience because their actual assignment
grade was at stake. Finally, the relative pattern of response values across survey
items demonstrated a moderate positive relationship across the class and lab
responses (Pearson correlation R=.46, p < .1).

4 Conclusion and Future Directions

This paper described the ArgRewrite system for supporting self-monitored revis-
ing. NLP extracts revised sentences between paper drafts and classifies revision
purposes, while visualizations convey the NLP results.

A classroom deployment suggests that NLP accurately analyzes revisions
and that students engage in self-monitored revising and find the visualizations
useful. Future plans include predicting fine-grained purposes using transformers,
assessing a revision’s quality and alignment with feedback, incorporating system
guidance and tutoring, and evaluating via a controlled experiment rather than
an ‘in the wild’ study.
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